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Abstract—Association rule mining (ARM) is a widely used
data mining technique. As the databases grow quickly, the
performance becomes a critical issue for ARM. We present an
acceleration solution to speedup association rule mining problem
by using Micron’s Automata Processor (AP) mapping itemset
recognition to a non-deterministic finite automaton. High paral-
lelism is achieved by utilizing a huge amount of pattern matching
and counting elements on the AP board. Apriori framework is
adopted to prune the search space of itemset candidates. Several
performance optimization strategies are proposed to improve the
performance including data pre-processing, AP I/O optimiza-
tion and trading slow routing recompilation with fast symbol-
replacement. 10X-20X speedup is achieved for real benchmark
databases when compared with the Apriori CPU implementation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Association Rule Mining (ARM), usually referred as Fre-
quent Set Mining (FSM), is a technique, which identifies strong
rules in databases using different measures of interestingness.
This technique is widely used in web usage mining, traffic
accident analysis, intrusion detection, market basket analysis,
bioinformatics.

As the scale of the databases grows fast, the performance
become a bottleneck of applying ARM in a wide range
of application domains. Previously, many efforts have been
devoted to improve the performance of sequential CPU imple-
mentation. A variety of different data structure were proposed
including horizontal representation, vertical representation, and
matrix representation [1]. And many algorithms are developed
including Apriori [2], Eclat [3] and FP-growth [4]. The parallel
acceleration solutions have also been developed on multi-core
CPU [5], GPU [6] and FPGA [7].

Recently, Mircon proposed a novel non-von Neumann
architecture - Automata Processor (AP). AP demonstrated
a massively parallel computing ability in pattern matching
and achieved very good performance in regular expression
matching [8] and DNA motif searching [9].

This work presents an acceleration solution which speedup
ARM problem by using Mircon’s AP. Non-deterministic fi-
nite automata (NFA) are designed to recognize itemsets. The
counter elements of AP are used to count the frequency of
given itemsets. Several optimization strategies are introduced
to improve the performance. Finally we compare the perfor-
mance of our solution with the Apriori CPU implementation.

II. AUTOMATA PROCESSOR

The Microns Automata Processor (AP) is a massively
parallel non-von Neumann accelerator designed by Micron
for high-throughput pattern mining. Micron’s current AP -
D480 chip has 49,152 processing state elements, 2,304 pro-
grammable boolean elements, and 768 counter elements [8].
D480 is running at 133 MHz. Each Mircon’s AP board has up
48 AP chips which can perform matching in parallel.

Automata Network Markup Language (ANML) is an XML
language for describing the composition of automata networks.
Besides ANML, a graphic user interface tool - Workbench is
also provided for quick automaton design.

III. AUTOMATA FOR ASSOCIATION RULE MINING

Apriori algorithm framework is adopted to prevent expo-
nential growth of search space as the size of itemset increases.
In Apriori framework, candidates of (K+1)-itemsets are gen-
erated from known frequent K-itemsets. The mining start at
1-itemset and increase the size of candidate itemsets for one in
each level. AP is used to accelerate the matching and counting
in each level.

The automaton design for ARM problem has two parts:
matching and counting. The matching part is proposed to use
NFA to recognize an itemset. The counter part use the on-chip
counter elements to count the frequency of a given itemset.

IV. PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

We propose three strategies to improve the performance of
the solution presented in this work.

The item filtering strategy remove infrequent items and
very short transactions when loading database from disk. This
optimization reduces the size of transactions and the total
number of interesting items.

The I/O reduction strategy postpones all reports to the
last cycle. This strategy avoid generating output vector of AP
during data process and therefore save the I/O bandwidth.

The symbol-replacement strategy trades slow routing re-
compilation (¿ 1s) required for switching K-itemset mining to
(K+1)-itemset mining with fast symbol-replacement(0.05s). In
this strategy, a general automaton structure is design to support
itemset of different size in a range. Changing symbols of some
STEs of this structure activates/deactivates some paths and lead
to appropriate itemset matching.



V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

The performance of our AP implementation is evaluated by
CPU timer (host codes) and AP simulator (AP codes) assuming
48-core AP board of D480 chip. CPU Apriori algorithm is
tested on Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1650, 3.20GHz.

One AP board can match and count 18432 itemsets in
parallel.

A. Case study 1: traffic accident

The tested database of traffic accident has 468 items,
encoded by a rich source of information on the different cir-
cumstances in which the accidents have occurred, and 340,184
traffic accident records. The minimum support number is set
as 100000. In pure CPU Apriori implementation, counting
takes 90.29 seconds while other operations take 2.18 seconds.
In our AP solution, the counting operation only needs 1.85
seconds. Therefore, we get 48.8X speedup for counting and
23X speedup for overall ARM processing.

B. Case study 2: web html documents

This database has 1,692,082 transactions of html docu-
ments with 5,267,656 distinct items (English words). The
minimum support number is set as 180000. In pure CPU
Apriori implementation, counting takes 342.0 seconds while
other operations take 19.37 seconds. In our AP solution, the
counting operation only needs 10.4 seconds. Therefore, 33.9X
speedup for counting and 12X speedup for overall ARM
processing are achieved.

VI. CONCLUSION

We present an AP acceleration solution to speedup asso-
ciation rule mining problem. Apriori algorithm framework is
adopted to prune search space of frequent itemset candidates.
Several performance optimization strategies are introduced to
improve the performance. 10X-20X speedup is achieved for
real benchmark databases when compared with the Apriori
CPU implementation
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